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MARCO (MALL) MOLINET - Bio 

 
Marco (Mall) Molinet is the producer, creator, and founder of the Florida Film House(FFH), 1st 
Take Youth Film Program, Urban Film Festival(UFF), World Wide Urban Distribution(WWUD) and 
an executive with the Urban Digital Streaming (UDS) 

 
Florida Film House is a film studio in Miami, Florida with a team of passionate filmmakers that 
have filmed over 1,000 productions together and specialize in making cost-efficient high-quality 
content. Marco has spent the last 11 years mentoring young talent, developing an in-house team 
of more than 30 filmmakers, and vertically integrating their business from service productions to 
their own six feature films. 
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The 1st Take Youth Film Program is an afterschool program dedicated to teaching 
underprivileged youth career and life skills through the hands-on process of filmmaking.  
The 1st Take Youth Film Program has become an outlet for underserved local youth with a new 
perspective to dream beyond the limited opportunities within their communities. 

 
 
World Wide Urban Distribution (WWUD) is dedicated to propelling content that 
traditionally doesn’t receive mainstream exposure. WWUD is committed to providing 
the world with Urban Content to enhance the perception of individuals, primarily those 
who have been historically underserved by the media. WWUD is focused on getting 
the content out to the world through traditional and new age contemporary platforms - 
AVOD, TVOD, SVOD, OTT, PPV, Communication Broadcasters, Apps and Live 
Streaming. WWUD can monetize and market content directly to consumers while 
creators can manage their online visibility, brand awareness, and measure their video 
assets. 

 
Urban Digital Streaming (UDS) is an OTT streaming live and curated content via 
multiple devices maximizing the exposure of the content and the advertising revenue 
capabilities. While allowing consumers options of how they would like to screen the 
content; AVOD, TVOD or SVOD. While also allowing the content creators the 
opportunity to choose how they want their content sold A La Carte per film and 
monetize directly through their secured wallet. UDS will be the connector between 
film enthusiasts and creators. 

 
 
Urban Film Festival is a three-day event dedicated to educating, exposing and 
providing distribution opportunities for the new generation of filmmakers. 
Marco has vertically integrated from a filmmaker, educator, distributor and streaming platform 
for the culture. Not only does UFF provide a voice for filmmakers with the addition of UDS, their 
voices will also be amplified globally. Now is the time for these talents to be heard. 


